Differentiation of new metastatic variants of B16 melanoma under different culture conditions.
The purpose of this study was to examine the differentiation of variant tumors of the B16 metastatic melanoma when tumors were grown serially under different culture conditions and transplanted into C57BL/6J black mice, lethal yellow Ay/a, albino c/c, and C+/c mutant mice. Morphological and biochemical markers of melanogenesis were examined in cells in culture and in the corresponding tumors. Cellular pigmentation was assessed in terms of the levels of DOPA and 5-S-CD and in terms of tyrosinase activity in the various cell lines and tumors. The observed change from high to low metastatic capacity, which was dependent on culture conditions, appeared to be unrelated to melanogenesis even though changes were observed in the biochemical melanotic phenotype. Overall, tumor cells from spontaneous pulmonary metastases appear to differentiate in ways that are unrelated to the instability of experimental metastatic capacity. The melanotic phenotype in albino c/c and C+/c mice was dependent on the phenotype of the parental tumors. A marked difference was observed between two pigmentation compartments, one of which was stable in the B16 control, while the other was unstable in YB16 and MB16 variant cells and in the tumors derived from them. It appears, therefore, that the metastatic capacity of B16 metastatic variants is changeable and is independent of the unstable melanogenic behavior. The production of metastases and the differentiation of tumors in the present experiments appeared to be related to the genetic background of the mice and the epigenetic metabolic environment of tumors and cells.